Finding the Right Withdrawal Rate: One Key to Portfolio Sustainability

By Maria Crawford Scott

Article Highlights

- The withdrawal rate you choose impacts whether your savings last throughout your lifetime.
- A withdrawal rate of 4% of your initial portfolio gives a high probability of ensuring your savings last.
- The advantage of a withdrawal approach is that it allows you to separate your asset allocation decision from your withdrawal needs.

Like all investors, individuals who are living off of their retirement savings need a blueprint to construct a successful portfolio.

But the blueprint that works for the typical investor who is saving for retirement won’t work for those who are living off of their retirement savings. That’s because the goals of these two types of investors are not quite the same.

All investors want maximum returns on their savings. But those living off of their retirement savings are also “savings consumers” who use their savings to support themselves. These investors typically have two goals:

- Goal One—Savings That Last: One goal is that your savings need to provide you with your living needs throughout your entire lifetime. In other words, your savings need to last at least as long as you do, through all kinds of market conditions—both bull and bear.
- Goal Two—Savings That Provide Large Annual Paychecks: The other goal is that your savings should provide you with enough financial resources so you can do the things you want to do during retirement. In other words, you want your retirement savings to provide you with as large an annual paycheck as possible.

Unfortunately, this presents individuals living off of their retirement savings with a dilemma: Their two savings goals are actually working against each other.

If you are living off of your savings, how do you balance those goals? To be more specific: How do you find the point at which you can spend the maximum amount of your retirement savings each year, and still be sure that you will have enough savings to support you for the rest of your life?

There are three key elements that will help you keep these goals in balance and allow you to maintain a successful retirement portfolio—one that you can comfortably live off of, and that can survive during bull and bear markets:

- You need an appropriate systematic withdrawal approach that focuses on realistic rates of withdrawal.
- You need an appropriate asset allocation that includes diversification among the three major asset classes (stocks, bonds and cash) and diversification within the most volatile categories (particularly stocks).
- You need an appropriate monitoring system that includes: 1) Rules regarding annual spending amount increases and decreases to help ensure that you stay on course; and 2) Periodic reassessments of your asset allocation and rebalancing.

This article focuses on the first key, and helps you answer the question: How much of your retirement savings can you “safely” withdraw each year?

Your Withdrawal Approach

To answer this question, you first have to settle on the approach you are going to use to determine your annual withdrawal amount. The approach that you choose is critical, because it will have a big impact not only on the obvious issues of how much you can withdraw each year and on protecting your savings so they last your lifetime, but also on your asset allocation strategy.
Withdrawal Rate Clarification

It should be emphasized that the rate I am talking about in terms of the withdrawal rate approach is a rate that applies to your first-year withdrawal only.

You should also be aware that the withdrawal amount I am talking about in using this approach is a “gross income” type of figure. This gross amount, along with any other sources of income, is what is used to pay your annual living expenses—and by that I mean all expenses, including taxes. The withdrawal amount does not take into consideration taxes due based on the source of the withdrawal. So, two individuals may have the same initial withdrawal amount, but one may have a much higher tax bill—and therefore less to spend on everything else—than the other individual, depending on how they are withdrawing from their savings.

Lastly, please be aware that the withdrawal rate discussed in this article has nothing to do with “required” minimum withdrawals from retirement accounts.

For example, one relatively popular rule-of-thumb is to withdraw only the income generated from your investments. This approach is popular because it seems like a good way of “protecting” your principal value—after all, you’re spending only the income.

However, the typical impulse is to maximize income by putting a large amount in higher-yielding investments, such as bonds. The downside to this approach is that, over the long term, both your savings and the income it generates may not be able to grow in real terms to keep pace with inflation, and eventually you may be forced into a lower standard of living. In other words, you will be consuming current income at the expense of future growth.

One way around this problem would be to simply invest your assets for maximum return and live off of your portfolio’s real rate of return each year. This approach encourages a heavier stock commitment, which maximizes long-term growth.

However, the returns over the last few years illustrate perfectly the havoc this approach can wreak to your income: Using this approach, your income tends to fluctuate wildly year-to-year. It does not produce a steady source of income.

A more useful approach—the one that is used by most financial advisers today—is to basically create an immediate annuity out of your savings portfolio. To do that, you:

• Total up all of your investable assets, estimate your life expectancy, and determine a “first-year” withdrawal rate for that portfolio. The withdrawal rate takes into consideration all of the earnings that will be received on all amounts of your remaining invested savings until the portfolio is exhausted, and it divides everything up equally over the time horizon. This basically allows you to withdraw both principal—your original savings—as well as earnings on that principal amount, over your lifetime.
• That first-year withdrawal rate is translated into a dollar amount, which becomes your first-year “income”—the actual dollar amount that you can withdraw from your portfolio.
• The next year, you are allowed to withdraw your prior-year dollar amount increased by the rate of inflation.

Under this approach, in your first year of retirement, a first-year “withdrawal rate” is determined that is a percentage of your first-year investment portfolio; that percentage rate translates into a specific dollar amount that becomes your first-year withdrawal. That first-year dollar amount then becomes your annual withdrawal amount—although typically the dollar amount is increased each year by the rate of inflation. Note that, in subsequent years, your withdrawals as a percentage of your portfolio value will vary, depending on your portfolio’s performance.

For instance, if you have a $1 million portfolio in your first year of retirement, and your first-year spending rate is 4%, your first-year withdrawal would be $40,000. The next year you would increase $40,000 by the rate of inflation and withdraw that dollar amount.

Now, if several years down the road your portfolio has had significant losses, your annual spending rate in those years may be greater than 4% of that year’s portfolio value; if your portfolio has had significant gains, your annual spending rate in those years may be less than 4% of that year’s portfolio value.

The advantage to this approach is that it allows you to separate your asset allocation decision from your withdrawal needs, so that you are not focusing too much on one particular need at the expense of another. This tends to encourage you to invest for the long term, since the withdrawal rate does not depend on any income component. Therefore, higher-growth potential investments such as stocks are less likely to be pushed aside in favor of higher-income but lower long-term growth investments.

Adapting the Approach to the Real World

Before you get worried about “annuity formulas” and “how to figure out the percentage rate,” we’ll take a look at how this approach has been adapted to the real world—and you’ll see that you don’t need to worry about working through any formulas.
If you were to use a strict annuity approach, you would plug your assumed long-term average annual rate of return on your portfolio into an annuity formula and you would come up with a withdrawal rate. But that withdrawal rate would probably be a much higher rate than is warranted. That’s because that average annual rate of return over your time horizon comes from actual returns that in the real world vary tremendously year-to-year: One year your return may be up 15%; the next year, it could be down 45%.

The annuity formula would work fine if you were to make no changes to your portfolio—if you neither added money to nor withdrew money from your portfolio: The sequence of returns makes no difference to your ending amount for any given long-term rate of return. But if you are making withdrawals from a portfolio—as anyone living off of their retirement savings would be—the timing and sequence of the returns that you receive make a big difference on your ending portfolio value: If you receive higher returns in the earlier years, when your savings are at their highest level, your risk of outliving your assets is much lower than if you receive higher returns toward the end of your life, when you have less savings because of all your withdrawals.

Unfortunately, investors have no control over return sequences. Fiddling with your asset allocation by substantially increasing your commitment to low-volatility assets won’t solve the problem because that substantially lowers your average long-term rate of return.

So…the solution still uses the annuity concept, but not the actual formula—and that concept has been adopted very carefully by the financial planning community and financial academics.

Instead of relying on one annuity formula, they have been testing the concept using various rates of withdrawals and different asset allocations over real market conditions—with lots of different return sequences—to see which withdrawal rates and portfolio combinations are actually safest. In other words, they examine a portfolio’s “success rate,” which is the percentage of times that a portfolio is able to sustain the given payout over the entire time period without running out of assets prematurely.

Withdrawal “Success Rates”

Figure 1 is from an article that appeared in the AAII Journal way back in February of 1998 written by three finance professors from Trinity University in Texas. This study is frequently quoted—it was one of the first and, I think, one of the best because of the long time period it covered. For that reason, I think it is still valid, even though it may appear to be a bit dated.

This figure shows the portfolio “success rates” of various stock and bond combinations—the top grouping is a portfolio consisting solely of U.S. large-cap stocks; the second group is a portfolio of 75% stocks and 25% bonds, and so on.

These success rates were deter-
mined based on the actual annual sequence of returns from 1926 to 1995 for varying rates of withdrawal (the vertical columns, starting with 4%), and payout periods (the leftmost column covering 15 years, 20 years, 25 years and 30 years of payouts).

The success rate is the number of times a portfolio was able to make annual withdrawals without running out of assets over the time period relative to the number of total scenarios. The annual withdrawals are determined in the same way I described earlier—an initial spending rate is determined, converted into a dollar amount and then increased for inflation in subsequent years.

For instance, if your portfolio were invested 75% in stocks and 25% in bonds, and your withdrawal rate was 4% of the initial portfolio value with inflation increases in the following years, your investment portfolio would have completely supported you for only 68% of all 30-year time periods.

Interestingly, the professors originally set out to study the importance of asset allocation in a withdrawal portfolio (a portfolio from which withdrawals are being made annually). Certainly, the study did show that asset allocation was an important aspect.

However, the most important conclusion they came to—and that more recent studies support—is that the primary way to ensure your own investment portfolio’s success rate is to establish a realistic initial withdrawal rate of not more than 4% to 5% of your investment portfolio assets.

You can clearly see from the table that withdrawing at higher rates will significantly increase your risk of outliving your assets, especially for longer payout periods.

More Recent Studies

Figure 2 shows a more recent study based on returns that ran through 2005. It only considered a 30-year payout period, but used a wide range of withdrawal rates and a wide variety of stock and bond allocations. The curved lines represent various withdrawal rates, with a 3% rate running along the bottom, close to the horizontal axis.

Simulated return sequences were determined by randomly selecting 30 one-year real returns from 1926 to 2005 for each 30-year period. A total of 10,000 separate 30-year sequences were calculated, so you can see they are using a slightly different methodology than the Trinity study.

This chart shows “runout percentage,” which is the opposite of survival rates—it indicates the percentage of times a portfolio was unable to sustain all of the payouts.

This study is shown because it includes returns from a more recent time period. But its results are strikingly similar to that of the first study: For an investment horizon of 30 years, a 3% withdrawal rate would keep you safe under almost any scenario, but that’s an exceptionally low withdrawal rate. As you can see in the chart, if you want to remain at 10% or under in terms of shortfall risk, you need to keep your annual withdrawal rate low, at around 4%.

(To put a shortfall risk into perspective, remember that the actual chance this will occur is combined with the chance that you or you and your spouse will survive over that entire time period.)

Keep in mind, too, that in all of these studies, the stock portfolios were diversified, typically by using a major market index, and the asset allocations were held steady—there was no attempt to time the markets.

The Bottom Line: Realistic Withdrawal Rates

The bottom line from these studies is that you don’t need a rock-bottom withdrawal rate to be safe. However, you do need to keep the withdrawal rate realistic—and in these studies, that meant taking not more than 4% each year if you want your portfolio to...
Typically, rapidly expanding firms have negative cash flows from operating and investing activities and positive cash flow from financing activities.

The cash flow statement should be used as a tool to help you tie the income statement and balance sheet together. Our next financial statement analysis article will cover financial ratios and will appear in the September AAII Journal. This series can be accessed at AAII.com in the AAII Journal area.
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survive throughout retirement.

Keep in mind that this doesn’t mean you can select a realistic withdrawal rate and then put your portfolio on “autopilot.” You still need the other elements of portfolio management: a proper asset allocation that includes commitments to all three major asset classes, and a portfolio monitoring system that includes spending adjustments—midcourse corrections—to ensure that you stay on track.

But setting a realistic withdrawal rate is the first step toward reaching your ultimate goal of striking the fine line between spending the maximum amount of your retirement savings each year and being assured you will have enough savings to support you for the rest of your life.

The Withdrawal Rate Approach

These are the major points to keep in mind:

- The advantage of a withdrawal rate approach is that it allows you to separate your asset allocation decision from your immediate withdrawal needs so that they do not drive your asset allocation decision.
- This encourages you to invest for the long term, since the withdrawal rate does not depend on any income component.
- Annuity tables assume unvarying return rates each year, but your return rates will vary significantly year-to-year.
- For that reason, base your withdrawal rate on studies of portfolio success rates. You can use the tables here to help you determine an appropriate initial withdrawal rate. This withdrawal rate only applies to your first-year withdrawal; after that, you can withdraw the same dollar amount as the prior year adjusted for inflation. This is a pre-tax amount that does not take into consideration what type of account your withdrawals are made from (taxable or tax-deferred).
- Make sure you use a realistic spending rate—not more than 4% of the initial portfolio value.
- This approach is not an “autopilot” approach. You still need to develop an appropriate asset allocation strategy and a portfolio monitoring system that allows for midcourse adjustments to ensure that your portfolio remains on track.
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